Abstract
26
Additional demonstration experiments were performed with the MIROC5 and HadGEM2-ES 
35
intercomparisons and existing and proposed satellite instrument measurement systems.
Introduction

37
The spectrally-integrated upwelling top-of-atmosphere radiant energy field comprises the Earth 38 system's total energy balance, and comprehensive comparisons of modelled Outgoing
39
Longwave Radiation (OLR) and albedo with observationally-based estimates of these quantities
40
have led to important constraints on climate models [e.g., Morcrette, 1991; Kiehl et al., 1994] .
41
The spectrally resolved energy field spans an additional dimension that contains information 42 regarding the processes that govern that balance. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that 43 infrared spectra contain important information that can be used to test climate models [e.g.,
44
Goody et al., 1998 ], primarily because the spectral signatures of individual forcings and 45 feedbacks can be readily separated, detected, and quantified. Recent work by Roberts et al.
46
[2011] suggest that shortwave spectra also contain independent information about processes 47 that contribute to albedo. Although the separability of processes that contribute to albedo from 48 these spectra has not been addressed formally, Jin et al [2011] showed the utility of shortwave 49 spectral fingerprints which may be extended to consider spectral separability.
51
This has motivated the implementation of Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs)
52
based on climate models as a means for exploring the utility of well-posed comparisons 53 between models and measurements. 
196
Longwave validation of the two codes was performed using a comparison of TOA OLR.
197
Differences between the two radiative transfer schemes are less than 1% for both clear-and all- 
235
[2011a] is averaged out in the globally and annually averaged trends, the contrast between 
262
The changes in both all-sky and clear-sky longwave radiance exhibit the spectral features 
295
For climate sensitivity, however, the difference in the processes that affect shortwave radiation 296 of these models is larger than the longwave. Differences in the models' description of sea-ice 
317
The results here also suggest that such compensation may be occurring in the shortwave as 318 well.
320
One important caveat to these results, though, is, as mentioned above, the use of monthly- 
343
The computational expense of the OSSE described here is extreme, even for advanced 344 supercomputers, and requires a careful consideration of system queuing priorities to balance throughput with resource request size. Furthermore, even the expense of the COSP simulators,
346
which is considerably less than the OSSE described herein, is prohibitive.
348
For reference purposes, we find that, using MODTRAN, for a 26-level atmosphere, each all-sky 349 shortwave spectrum calculation, which includes 16 sub-column calls for the cloud overlap 350 approximation, requires 184 CPU-seconds while each longwave spectrum calculation, which 351 also includes 16 sub-column calls, requires 17.6 CPU-seconds on the NASA HEC resources.
352
The computational expense scales with the number of levels and sub-column calls. More 
357
In preparation for the large number of simulations that will likely be submitted to the CMIP6 
377
The reason why this consistency is critically important is that departures of the hyperspectral 378 simulated signal against observations (e.g., SCIAMACHY and AIRS) can then be used directly
379
to check the cloud physics in the model, and in turn we can examine whether broadband cloud 380 feedbacks to climate change have a particularly large AND UNIQUE spectral signature that 381 would be particularly useful for early-detection efforts.
383
The pan-spectral simulations span from the near-UV to the far-infrared and indicate a rich level 384 of information content. Long-term measurements of changes in these quantities will capture 385 many of the climate change processes and the relationships between these processes that are 386 sources of uncertainty in climate models. They also indicate that the shortwave measurements 387 are much more spatially heterogeneous than the longwave measurements, so analysis of 388 globally-averaged changes in shortwave spectra is less suited towards diagnosing the 389 processes that contribute to spectral changes than detailed examination of spatially resolved 390 differences.
392
The ultimate goal of this research is to understand both how climate change alters the evolution
393
of the Earth's top-of-atmosphere shortwave reflectance and longwave radiance spectra and 394 determine whether spectral measurements enhance our detection and attribution of climate 395 change. The pan-spectral OSSE described here will enable formal comparisons between 396 models and a broad suite of planned and existing instrumentation, and will help establish observational metrics for differentiating between climate models according to specific processes.
398
This may also enhance the current efforts to utilise the highly-regularised climate model
399
reporting framework of the CMIP5 to simulate specific instrumentation through the 
